Abstract-An important challenge of wireless networks is to boost the cell edge performance and enable multi-stream transmissions to cell edge users. Interference mitigation techniques relying on multiple antennas and coordination among cells are nowadays heavily studied in the literature. Typical strategies in OFDMA networks include coordinated scheduling, beamforming and power control. In this paper, we propose a novel and practical type of coordination for OFDMA downlink networks relying on multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver. The transmission ranks, i.e. the number of transmitted streams, and the user scheduling in all cells are jointly optimized in order to maximize a network utility function accounting for fairness among users. A distributed coordinated scheduler motivated by an interference pricing mechanism and relying on a masterslave architecture is introduced. The proposed scheme is operated based on the user report of a recommended rank for the interfering cells accounting for the receiver interference suppression capability. It incurs a very low feedback and backhaul overhead and enables efficient link adaptation. It is moreover robust to channel measurement errors and applicable to both open-loop and closed-loop MIMO operations. A 20% cell edge performance gain over uncoordinated LTE-A system is shown through system level simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N current wireless networks, the cell edge users experience low Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) due to the high Inter-Cell Ifnterference (ICI) and cannot fully benefit from Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) multistream transmission capability. Advanced interference mitigation techniques relying on multi-cell cooperation have drawn a lot of attention recently in the industry [1] and academia [2] . Such techniques, commonly denoted as Coordinated MultiPoint transmission and reception (CoMP) in 3GPP LTE-A [1] , are classified into joint processing (relying on data sharing among cells) and coordinated scheduling/beamforming (requiring no data sharing among cells).
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This paper was presented in part at IEEE Global Communications Conf. (Globecom), Dec. 2011, Houston, USA. [8] . Such cooperation types can be performed independently or be combined [9] - [12] .
Despite the potential merits of such techniques in an ideal environment, it is shown in [1] , [18] and confirmed in this paper that the benefits may vanish quickly in more practical scenarios due for instance to the fast variation of the inter-cell interference and inaccurate link adaptation, the sensitivity to Channel State Information (CSI) measurement, the quantized CSI feedback inaccuracy at the subband level, the limited payload size of the uplink control channels and the latency of the feedback and the backhaul. Unfortunately all those issues are most of the time neglected in the literature when it comes to the design and evaluations of multi-cell cooperative schemes. Indeed, it is assumed in [3] - [12] that any local CSI can be available at the base station (BS) with no delay, no measurement error, no constraint on the uplink and backhaul overhead, no dynamic interference, with perfect CSI feedback on every subcarrier and with perfect link adaptation. Moreover, the receiver implementation is assumed perfectly known at the BS.
Unlike previous papers that targeted optimal designs under ideal assumptions, other papers have focused on enhancing cooperative multi-cell schemes under non-ideal assumptions. In [13] , clustering is used to decrease the feedback overhead and reduce the scheduler complexity and the number of cooperating cells while conserving as much as possible the performance. In [14] , the transmit beamformer is designed to account for imperfect CSI, modeled as noisy channel estimates. In [15] , limited feedback is considered and the feedback bits are allocated among cells in order to minimize the performance degradation caused by the quantization error. In [16] , an iterative algorithm is designed to optimize the downlink beamforming and power allocation in time-divisionduplex (TDD) systems under limited backhaul consumption.
This paper provides a novel and practical multi-cell cooperative scheme relying on a joint user scheduling and rank coordination such that the transmission ranks (i.e. the number of transmitted streams) are coordinated among cells to maximize a network utility function. Theoretically, such a cooperative scheme is a sub-problem of the more general problem of a joint coordinated scheduling, beamforming and power control where the BSs control the transmission ranks by optimizing an ON/OFF power allocation on each beamforming direction. We could therefore adopt an iterative scheduler similar to the one used in [11] , [12] . However, this paper aims at deriving a much simpler and practical scheme that directly addresses the problem of user scheduling and rank coordination without requiring the heavy machinery of the iterative scheduler.
Unlike the referred papers [3] - [16] that account for at most one specific impairment, the cooperative scheme aims to be practical at the system level by accounting for impairments originating from both the terminal and the network constraints.
At the terminal side, the rank coordination scheme relies on the report from the user terminal of a preferred interference rank, referring to the transmission rank in the interfering cell that maximizes the victim users' throughput, and a differential Channel Quality Indicator (CQI):
• Such a report is of an implicit feedback type [19] and incurs a very low feedback overhead. An additional 2 bit feedback over uncoordinated LTE-A system is shown to bring 20% cell-edge performance gain. Moreover the interference rank is a wideband information making it less sensitive to CSI measurement error. This is in contrast with the explicit feedback of full and ideally measured CSI (i.e. the channel matrices between all users and their serving and interfering cells) on every subcarrier commonly assumed in the aforementioned approaches, e.g. [3] - [13] , [16] . The performance of multicell cooperation schemes designed under ideal conditions (ideal CSI measurement and feedback, ideal link adaptation, no delay, unlimited backhaul, infinite overhead, no dynamic interference, full knowledge of receiver implementation) degrades severely once simulated under more realistic conditions, as evidenced in this paper and in [1] , [18] . In particular, the proposed rank coordination is shown to outperform, with a much smaller feedback overhead (only two extra feedback bits) and lower scheduler complexity, the iterative coordinated scheduling and beamforming of [12] in a realistic setup with non-ideal feedback and link adaptation.
• The reported information accounts for the receiver interference suppression capability and the effect of cooperation while deriving the CQI, the serving and the interference rank. This helps the BS to select the appropriate modulation and coding level and benefit from link adaptation. Moreover the coordinated scheduler can be designed and operated accounting for the fact that the reported information accounts for the contribution of the receiver in mitigating the ICI. This contrasts with the aforementioned schemes relying on explicit feedback, e.g. [3] - [16] , where the BSs have to compute the CQI based on the (full) CSI feedback. To do so, it is assumed that the BSs involved in the iterative scheduler know the characteristics of user terminals (e.g. receiver ability to cancel inter-cell interference). However such characteristics are specific to the terminal implementation and are not shared with the BSs in any practical system, therefore making the link adaptation challenging with the iterative scheduler. As discussed in the evaluation section of this paper, this issue is especially true in the presence of non-ideal feedback where the computed transmission rank and CQIs at the BS easily mismatch with the actual supportable transmission rank and SINR.
• The user report is applicable to closed-loop and openloop MIMO operations, i.e. irrespectively of whether the Precoder Matrix Indicator (PMI) is reported or not [17] .
At the network side, with the use of an appropriate coordinated scheduler motivated by an interference pricing mechanism similar to [8] and relying on a Master-Slave architecture, cells coordinate with each other to take informed decisions on the scheduled users and the transmission ranks that would be the least detrimental to the victim users in the neighboring cells. In the iterative scheduler, multiple iterations are required to converge (if convergence is achieved). The final scheduling decisions are obtained only after a very long latency as every iteration requires to wait for the user report. For reference, [11] requires approximately 500 iterations (50 iterations where each iteration consists of 10 sub-iterations) before convergence to coordinate power among cells. Those extensive interactions between the users and the BSs significantly increase the complexity and the overhead of the network as well as the synchronization and backhaul requirements, making it not practical. The Master-Slave coordinated scheduler on the other hand operates in a more distributed manner and relies only on some low-overhead inter-cell message exchange. It is moreover less sensitive to convergence problems. The last few paragraphs highlight a fundamental difference in system design between the referred coordination schemes (relying on explicit feedback) and the proposed rank coordination: while the former puts all the coordination burden on the network side, the later decreases the coordination burden at the network side by bringing the contribution of the receivers into the multi-cell coordination. Thereby, the rank coordination scheme balances the overall effort of multi-cell coordination between the receivers and the network. To do so, the receivers are not supposed to simply report CSI but act smartly by making appropriate recommendation (in the form of a report of a preferred interference rank computed accounting for the receiver interference rejection capability) to the network. While the later approach may not be helpful in ideal situations because the network possesses all necessary information to make accurate decisions, it becomes particularly helpful when the aim is to design multi-cell coordination schemes for non-ideal setup (when the network does not have enough information to make accurate decisions).
The paper is organized as follows. Section II details the system model and section III formulates the resource allocation problem and derives the guidelines for the coordinated scheduler design. The principles and implementation details of the rank recommendation-based coordinated scheduling are described in sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI illustrates the achievable gains of the proposed scheme based on system level evaluations.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We assume a downlink multi-cell MIMO-OFDMA network with a total number of K users distributed in n c cells, with K i users in every cell i, T subcarriers, N t transmit antennas at every BS, N r receive antenna at every mobile terminal.
Assume that the MIMO channel between cell i and user q on subcarrier k writes as α 1/2 q,i H k,q,i where H k,q,i ∈ C Nr×Nt models the small scale fading process of the MIMO channel and α q,i refers to the large-scale fading (path loss and shadowing). Note that the large-scale fading is typically independent of the subcarrier.
The serving cell is defined as the cell transmitting the downlink control information. We define the served user set of cell i, denoted as K i with cardinality ♯K i = K i , as the set of users who have cell i as serving cell. We also define the scheduled user set of cell i on subcarrier k, denoted as K k,i ⊂ K i , as the subset of users ∈ K i who are actually scheduled on subcarrier k at a certain time instant.
In this paper, for the sake of readability, we assume singleuser transmissions (i.e. a single user is allocated on a given time and frequency resource). Therefore, the cardinality of K k,j ∀j is always equal to 1. On subcarrier k, cell i serves the user belonging to
and precoded by the transmit precoder F k,i ∈ C Nt×L k,i such that the transmit precoded symbol vector writes as . Note that, while we assume SU-MIMO transmission for the sake of readability, the rank coordination can be extended to a multi-user MIMO set-up.
For the user q ∈ K k,i scheduled in cell i on subcarrier k,
and the filtered received signal y k,q ∈ C L k,i writes as
where
. The strategy to compute G k,q is assumed to be only known by the receiver and not by the transmitter (similarly to practical systems). Examples of strategies include MMSE with ideal or simplified ICI rejection capabilities (as used in the evaluations in Section VI). In this paper, similarly to practical systems as LTE-A, we will assume uniform power allocation among streams, i.e.
where E s,i is the total transmit power at BS i.
The variable K collects the user assignments for all subcarriers and all cells and writes as
In order to ease explanations, we define the CoMP measurement set in analogy with 3GPP terminology [1] . The CoMP measurement set of user q ∈ K i , whose serving cell is i, is defined as the set of cells about which channel state/statistical information related to their link to the user is reported to the BS and is expressed based on long term channel properties as
for some threshold δ. The larger δ, the larger the CoMP measurement set and the higher the feedback overhead. As defined, the CoMP measurement set does not include the serving cell i. Hence to operate multi-cell cooperation, a user feeds back its serving cell CSI and the CoMP measurement set CSI. We denote by a CoMP user, a user whose CoMP measurement set is not empty. The CoMP users set of cell i is defined as
The CoMP-requested user set of cell i is defined as the set of users that have cell i in their CoMP measurement set, i.e. R i = { l| i ∈ M l , ∀l}. Note that the CoMP-requested user set can also be viewed as the victim user set of cell i as it is the set of users who could be impacted by cell i interference.
III. COORDINATED MULTI-CELL RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Contrary to a non-cooperative network, a cooperative scheme relying on rank coordination coordinates dynamically the users in all cells and frequency resources such that the transmission rank of a given cell and frequency resource is favorable to the performance of that cell's users and of the adjacent cells' victim users scheduled on the same frequency resource. In this section, the resource allocation problem related to rank coordination is discussed and some scheduler architecture motivated by an interference pricing mechanism is introduced.
We make the following assumption in this section.
The transmission rank L k,j ∀j is a real variable and the throughput T k,q,i of user q in cell i on subcarrier k is a continuous function of {L k,j } ∀j . The beamforming directions F k,j are fixed and predefined for every transmission rank L k,j , ∀j. As it will apear clearer in the sequel, this assumption is used to relax the optimization problem (by dealing with real rather than integer transmission ranks). Under assumption 1, we motivate the guidelines of the scheduler architecture of section IV. The practical implementation of the scheduler dealing with integer transmission ranks and variable beamforming directions is addressed in Section V.
A. Problem Statement
We denote and define the weighted rate of cell i on subcarrier k as T k,i = w q T k,q,i where q ∈ K k,i . The weights w q account for fairness among users (and may be related for instance to the QoS of each user) and T k,q,i refers to the rate of scheduled user q in cell i on subcarrier k. At this stage, we view T k,q,i and T k,i as abstract functions of the transmission rank in each cell. Hence we sometimes denote explicitly
The problem is to maximize the network weighted sum-rate accounting for fairness among users and cells and design a coordinated scheduler that decides which frequency resource to allocate to which user in every cell with the appropriate transmission rank. We write
Given the uniform power allocation and the assumption 1 on the fixed beamformers, the problem (3) is to be maximized over transmission ranks and user schedule only.
At a first glance, problem (3) could be viewed as a subproblem of the more general problem of a joint coordinated scheduling, beamforming and power control [12] . As explained in the introduction, we resort to an alternative way of solving (3) in order to make the multi-cell cooperation practical. Given that the maximization is performed over the transmission ranks (being integer in a realistic setup) and the user schedule, (3) is a combinatorial problem. Unfortunately, solving such problem would require a centralized architecture that is not desirable [6] , [7] , [21] . By relaxing the transmission ranks being integer to real, we can motivate the use of a distributed and practical scheduler architecture. Following assumption 1, we therefore assume in the maximization problem (3) that the transmission ranks L are real and subject to the
and L max,j refer to the minimum and maximum transmission rank in cell j, respectively and could be configured by the network (typically, L min,j = 1 and L max,j = N t ).
The proposed architecture relies on a Master-Slave distributed architecture and interference rank recommendation motivated by the derivations of the next section. Performance evaluations in Section VI will demonstrate the benefits of the rank recommendation compared to the heavy machinery of the iterative coordinated scheduling, beamforming and power control in a realistic setup.
B. Motivations for the scheduler architecture
For a fixed user schedule, the optimal rank allocation problem must satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The Lagrangian of the optimization problem dualized with respect to the rank constraint writes as
where ν = {ν k,j } k,j and µ = {µ k,j } k,j are the sets of nonnegative Lagrange multipliers associated with the transmission rank constraints in each cell and each subcarrier.
For any i = 1, . . . , n c and k = 0, . . . , T − 1, the solution should satisfy
We can proceed with (5) as
where we define
Let us first define I ⋆ k,s,i as the transmission rank in cell i that maximizes the throughput T k,s,m of user s in cell m assuming a predefined set of transmission ranks L k,j in all cells j = i
(8) Note that if the network decides to configure L min,i = 0, all users will choose their preferred interference rank as being equal to 0, so as not to experience any interference.
Interestingly, the condition (6) can be viewed as the KKT condition of the problem where each cell i tries to maximize on subcarrier k the following surplus function
with
assuming fixed L k,j with j = i, I ⋆ k,s,i and π k,s,m,i with (s, m) = (q, i).
Equation (9) has an interference pricing interpretation, with some similarities with the interference pricing mechanism introduced for power control in [8] , [11] . Here, we show that a similar pricing mechanism can be used to proceed with another type of coordination, namely rank coordination rather than power control. Indeed, given (8), we can safely write that, in the vicinity of I ⋆ k,s,i , the throughput T k,s,m of user s in cell m writes as a concave function of L k,i , i.e.
is the weighted sum-rate in cell i minus the payment Π k,i due to the interference created to the victim users scheduled in the neighboring cells.
The payment Π k,i accounts for the weighted sum of all prices π k,s,m,i over all scheduled users s in the network. The weight of a given user is proportional to its QoS and the deviation of the actual transmission rank in cell i with respect to the transmission rank in cell i that would maximize the victim user s throughput in cell m. If such a deviation is null for a certain user s, cell i is not fined for the interference created to user s. The price π k,s,m,i refers to how much the throughput of user s in cell m is sensitive to any change of the transmission rank of cell i. The quantityw k,s,i = w s π k,s,m,i can be thought of as the overall sensitivity of user s to any deviation of the transmission rank in cell i from its optimal I ⋆ k,s,i to cell i has to be scheduled at the same time instant t and on the same frequency resource k.
V. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we exploit the observations made in previous section and come up with some practical implementation of the rank recommendation-based coordinated scheduling. In particular, we drop the assumption 1 and discuss the effect of variable beam directions.
A. Wideband rank recommendation
Practical systems rely on rank indicator (RI), CQI and Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) reports [17] . RI commonly refers to the preferred serving cell transmission rank and is a wideband and potentially long term information as it changes relatively slowly in the frequency and time domains. RI report therefore incurs a very small feedback overhead. As for now, any reported rank information in the proposed scheme will be wideband, while CQI and PMI are subband information.
For a CoMP user q associated with the serving cell i (q ∈ K i ) and victim of a cell j ∈ M q , this terminal reports its preferred serving cell wideband RI R ⋆ q , i.e. the user makes the hypothesis that L k,i = R ⋆ q ∀k at the time of report and that R ⋆ q maximizes user q throughput [17] . The same user q also transmits to the serving cell i the transmission rank of the interfering cell j ∈ M q , denoted as the preferred interference RI I ⋆ q,j , that maximizes its performance. The user recommends the interfering cell j to transmit a number of streams corresponding to 1 
B. Computation of the preferred interference rank
In Section III, fixed beamforming directions and real transmission ranks are assumed. However, the user q ∈ K i does not know the precoder in the interfering cell j at the time of CQI, R ⋆ q and I ⋆ q,j∈Mq reports. In order to cope with such issue, similarly to the channel information partitioning strategy in [21] , the terminal computes the required information by averaging the throughput over the possible realizations of the transmit precoder F k,j in the interfering cells j ∈ M q , given the current realization of the channel matrices (measured at the terminal). Those precoders can be assumed to be selected in the limited feedback codebook C (defined for each rank and assumed the same in all cells) and the throughput average can be computed for each set of serving cell rank L k,i , precoder F k,i and interference rank {L k,j } j∈Mq
1 Note that we refer to I ⋆ q,j rather than I ⋆ k,q,j as in previous sections to stress the fact that the preferred interference RI is a wideband information.
The computation ofT k,q,i accounts for the receive filter G k,q and therefore the interference rejection capability of the receiver.
Following (8) , the user q in cell i can jointly compute the best set of preferred serving cell RI R ⋆ q and preferred recommended interference RI I ⋆ q,j , as follows
where the averaging is performed over all subcarriers due to the wideband report of the RIs and the maximization is done over a restricted set of integers L k,j ∈ {L min,j , . . . , L max,j } ∀j. For a given set of transmission ranks
, the best precoder (for closed-loop operations) for user q in cell i on subcarrier k is selected as
and ∆T k,q,i would be reported using a CQI and a differential (also called delta) CQI, respectively. We will without loss of generality and for simplicity denote them as CQI and differential CQI in the sequel.
Note that the selection of the preferred interference rank highly depends on the receiver architecture. While an inter-cell interference rejection combiner would favor lower interference rank, it is not so necessarily the same for other types of receivers.
C. A Master-Slave scheduler architecture
The coordinated scheduler relies on an asynchronous Master-Slave architecture motivated by Observation 3. At each time instant, only one BS acts as the Master (denoted as M) and the other BSs are the slave (denoted as S). The Master BS, based on the reports of the preferred interference rank, decides a certain transmission rank L k,M constant ∀k, i.e. L k,M = L M , and schedules its users such that the transmission ranks of all scheduled users are as much as possible equal to L M . The Slave BSs, knowing that the Master BS will accept some recommended interference rank, will schedule with highest priority their CoMP users who requested rank coordination to the Master BS.
Assume for ease of presentation and without loss of generality that a cluster is made of 3 cells (e.g. as in intra-site deployments) [2] , [13] . Table I illustrates the operation of the scheduler for such a 3-cells cluster. For a given time instant, there are one Master BS (denoted as M) and two slave BSs (denoted as S 1 and S 2 ).
1) Master BS decision on the transmission rank:
The Master BS, upon reception of all information 2 I ⋆ l,M and all the effective QoSw k,l,M of victim users l, with l ∈ {K S 1 , K S 2 }, sorts those interference ranks by order of priority. In a given cell i, the vector I indicates that a recommended interference rank equal to 2 is the most prioritized in cell 1. Master BS M decides upon the transmission rank L M and allocates one transmission rank for each subframe where the BS acts as a Master BS. By doing so the each Master BS defines a cycling pattern of the transmission ranks with the objective of guaranteeing some time-domain fairness. The priority and allocation of the transmission ranks accounts for the relative number of rank recommendation requests per rank, for the QoS w l and the delta CQI (or equivalently the effective QoSw k,l,M ) of victim CoMP users l in S 1 and S 2 and for the QoS of cell M users. In its simplest version used in the evaluation section VI, the priority is exclusively determined based on the relative number of rank recommendation requests per rank.
Let us illustrate the operation through the example on Table  I . The value of L M in a given cell i changes as time (subframe) goes by following the cycling pattern I Table I ). BS 2 and 3 operate in a similar manner.
2) Master BS scheduler operations:
In cell M, we divide users into two subgroups:
e. the set of users in cell M whose preferred rank indicator is equal to the transmission rank 1) The set of CoMP users ∈ S i who recommend cell M and whose preferred interference rank is equal to the transmission rank 
2) The set of all other CoMP users ∈ S i , i.e. who either do not recommend cell M or recommend cell M but whose preferred interference rank is not equal to the transmission rank, is defined as
3) The set of non-CoMP users in S i is defined as
Scheduling in cell S i is performed as follows: 1) If U M,1 = ∅, S i schedules users in the following order of priority: U Si,1 , U Si,3 and U Si,2 . 2) If U M,1 = ∅, S i schedules all users without any priority (i.e. only based on PF constraint).
D. Feedback and Message Passing Requirements
Following Observation 3, the Master-Slave scheduler guarantees that the transmission rank of cell M, L M , equals the preferred recommended interference rank I ⋆ q,M of users q belonging to either S 1 or S 2 and therefore guarantees that (10) on subcarriers where user q is scheduled. An overview of the architecture of the rank recommendation-based coordinated scheduling is provided in Figure 1 . We have to note the following important issues.
• The serving cell rank, the preferred recommended interference rank, the CQI, PMI and the delta CQI are reported by the users. While the serving cell rank, CQI and PMI stay at the serving cells, the preferred recommended interference rank and the effective QoS (accounting for the delta CQI) are shared among cells. All the rank recommendation requests addressed to a given cell should be collected by that cell. We note however that the Master-Slave scheduler mainly relies on the recommended interference rank report. By guaranteeing L k,M −I ⋆ k,q,M = 0, the tax to be paid by cell M due to the interference created to S 1 and S 2 decreases significantly (and equals zero in the best case). The report of a delta CQI is mainly useful to adjust (with more fairness) the allocation and the priority of the transmission ranks. It could be skipped to save the feedback overhead.
• The values of L M need to be shared among cells in the cluster in a periodic manner, i.e. S 1 and S 2 need to be informed about the pattern of transmission ranks e.g.
3 ∀i.
• S 1 and S 2 need to be informed dynamically about the binary state U M,1 = ∅ or U M,1 = ∅. Thanks to the user recommendation, the Master-Slave scheduler architecture does not experience the convergence and complexity issues of the iterative scheduler [11] , [12] . It benefits from link adaptation thanks to the computation of a CQI at the user terminal that accounts for multi-cell cooperation and receiver implementation and incurs a very small feedback overhead. Moreover, thanks to the report of the recommended interference rank, a cell edge user q scheduled on resource k can experience higher transmission rank. The appropriate selection of the preferred interference rank I ⋆ q,j enables the user to increase its preferred serving cell rank indicator R ⋆ q . Moreover, the wideband RI report is in general robust to the feedback and backhaul delays and to channel estimation errors.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We compare the performance of closed-loop SU-MIMO with rank adaptation without multi-cell coordination (denoted as SU) and the Master-Slave coordinated scheduler based on rank recommendation (denoted as RR SU). The simulation assumptions (aligned with 3GPP LTE-A [1] ) are listed in Table  II . We assume a single wideband preferred serving cell rank indicator and a single wideband recommended interference rank indicator reported every 5ms. The same value of the recommended interference rank for all cells in the CoMP measurement set is used in order to reduce the feedback overhead and simplify the scheduler. This implies that the rank coordination only requires an additional 2 bit feedback overhead (to report the recommended interference rank) compared to the baseline system without coordination (SU). The CQI is computed assuming SU-MIMO transmission as in 3GPP LTE-A for the baseline system and is based on the joint selection (15) of the preferred serving cell rank indicator and the recommended interference rank indicator in the rank recommendation scheme. Unless explicitly mentioned, the cycling pattern over the transmission rank used in the MasterSlave scheduler is based on I
∀i and is determined only based on the number of rank recommendation requests.
The performance is measured in terms of the average cell spectral efficiency ("Average throughput") and the 5% cell edge spectral efficiency ("cell-edge throughput"). Figure 2 provides the performance achievable for a minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver with ideal Iinterference Rejection Capability (IRC) that relies on an estimate of the interfering cell user-specific demodulation reference signals (DM-RS) to build the interference covariance matrix.
We investigate the gain of coordination for various cycling patterns. With the dynamic cycling pattern I Figure 2 , we observe that a gain of 20.7% is achieved at the cell edge by the proposed rank recommendation-based Master-Slave coordinated scheduling scheme over the baseline (without coordination) system with only 2 extra feedback bits! The slight loss at the cell average can be recovered by slightly tweaking the PF parameter. A second dynamic cycling pattern I Figure 2 , is also investigated where more stress is given to cell edge users as the last entry of the pattern has been switched to I 1 . Contrary to the first pattern, the second pattern has a nonnegligible cell average throughput loss because I are most of the time equal to 1 and 2 ∀i, and, therefore, users in the Master cell with the preferred RI equal to 3 and 4 have few chance to be scheduled. Recall that if U M,1 = ∅, BS M schedules only users belonging to U M,1 . It helps cell edge users because they have more chance to be scheduled and benefit from the rank recommendation. The cycling pattern I (i) Indeed, rather than requesting the CoMP users to report the preferred interference rank and dynamically update the cycling pattern as in I
3 , we can simply assume that the preferred interference rank of CoMP users is equal to 1 and operate the coordinated scheduler by pre-defining the cycling pattern. To that end, we also evaluate in Figure 2 the case where the same cycling pattern 1,2,1,2,3 is fixed in all cells (denoted as stat. RR SU). The predefined cycling still enables to get a significant cell edge improvement of 18%. Only a slight loss is observed compared to the case where the interference rank is reported and the cycling pattern is dynamically updated based on that report, as with I
Statistical rank recommendation has the advantage that multicell coordination can achieve a cell edge performance gain without increasing the feedback compared to a baseline system requiring no coordination. It still relies on messages exchanges between cells to achieve the coordination. Note that the predefined cycling pattern is receiver implementation specific, contrary to the dynamic cycling patterns (A) and (B). Figure 3 evaluates the performance of a state-of-the-art iterative coordinated scheduling and beamforming (iterative CSCB) scheme relying on the signal to leakage and noise ratio (SLNR) criterion [20] and the architecture introduced in [12] , as a function of the subband size. The power on each beam is assumed binary (ON-OFF) controlled. Coordination is performed at the whole network level with 57 cells (in contrast with the 3-cells clustering assumed for rank coordination) and the maximum number of inter-cell iterations before actual scheduling is fixed to 8. The feedback for the iterative CSCB (with a triggering threshold of 10dB) assumes unquantized explicit feedback (contrary to the quantized implicit feedback assumed in rank coordination) with the average channel matrices reported per 1RB, 3RB and 6RB subband. The performance gain of CSCB with accurate feedback (1RB) provides significant gain (31%) over uncoordinated SU-MIMO. However, even with unquantized feedback and a large number of cooperating cells, the performance of the iterative CSCB drops significantly as the subband size increases. The BS has to compute the CQI, beamformers and transmission rank at every iteration after performing interference suppression and multi-cell coordination. However, given the high frequency selectivity of the spatially uncorrelated channel and the feed- back inaccuracy at the subband level, it is very complicated to accurately predict those quantities while accounting for cooperation (and explains for the big loss incurred by going from 1RB to 3 RB and to 6RB). The inaccurate CQI prediction hampers the appropriate selection of the user, the transmission ranks and the beamformers at every iteration of the scheduler and ultimately the whole link adaptation and convergence of the scheduler. Similar observations were made in [19] for SU and MU-MIMO but the effect is more pronounced for multicell cooperation. Most of the theoretical performance gain can therefore be lost because of the inaccurate link adaptation. It is worth noting that the receiver implementation (MMSE with ideal IRC) was assumed known at the BS and the feedback is unquantized in the iterative CSCB evaluations. The results presented here are therefore upper bound on the throughput achievable by the iterative CSCB in a more practical setup. Recalling that performance in Figure 2 assumes 6RB subband size, by comparing Figures 2 and 3 , it is observed that the rank coordination shows very competitive performance compared to the iterative CSCB, with a lower feedback overhead and scheduler complexity. In rank coordination, the user computes the CQI accounting for the effect of coordination and the scheduler satisfies the user requests, therefore enabling a more accurate and simpler link adaptation than with the iterative CSCB. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the actual transmission rank after scheduling for the baseline system without coordination and the rank recommendation-based coordinated schedul- and an MMSE receiver with ideal IRC are used. A large portion of users who used to be scheduled in rank 1 transmission in the baseline system benefit from rank 2 transmission in the rank recommendation-based coordinated scheduling scheme. It confirms that the joint selection of the preferred serving cell rank indicator and the preferred interference rank indicator combined with the Master-Slave scheduler enables higher rank transmissions even to cell edge users. Figure 5 has a double objective: 1) illustrate the sensitivity of the algorithm to a mismatch between the assumptions on transmit precoding and base station coordination made 
3 and an MMSE receiver with ideal ICI rejection capability are used. Intuitively, if the user reports the rank recommendationbased feedback information but the scheduler relies on a baseline (without coordination) scheduler, performance may be impacted as the reported preferred serving cell rank R ⋆ q can be over-estimated and the assumptions made about coordination by the UE are not followed by the base stations. To assess that impact, we investigate the performance of a single-cell (denoted as baseline) scheduler when two different feedback information are reported: the reported preferred serving cell rank and CQI as the ones computed in the baseline system and as the ones computed assuming rank recommendation. As we can see from Figure 5 , no gain (or even a slight loss at the cell edge) is observed because of the lack of appropriate coordination. Figure 6 evaluates the performance of rank coordination in the presence of estimation errors on the reference signals used for channel measurement (denoted as CSI-RS in LTE-A). The mean square channel estimation error as a function of the wideband SINR is first computed based on a link level simulator and is applied to the system level simulator. From Fig. 7 .
Performance gain of the rank recommendation over single-cell SU-MIMO with ideal and simplified MMSE IRC (interference rejection combining) receiver. Figure 6 , we note that multi-cell coordination is affected by the CSI-RS measurement errors even though the recommended rank is a wideband information. Despite this sensitivity, a 12.5% gain at the cell edge is still achievable compared to a network not relying on multi-cell coordination. In order to recover the loss generated by CSI-RS measurement errors, we perform resource muting (as standardized in LTE-A) in the adjacent cell and evaluate the performance of the rank coordination in the presence of CSI-RS measurement errors. The resource muting coordination between cells allows for a better reception of CSI-RS of the other cells and at the same time better channel measurement accuracy for the CSI-RS of the serving cell. With resource muting, the rank coordination is shown to recover most of the gain achievable with perfect channel estimation. Figure 7 illustrates that the coordination scheme provides significant gains also with other types of receivers, namely a MMSE receiver with a simplified ICI rejection capability (not relying on the DM-RS measurement of the interfering cells). It computes the receiver filter using an estimate of the covariance matrix of the interference by assuming the precoder in the interference cells is the identity matrix. We also observe a significant gain of roughly 17% at the cell edge with the proposed rank recommendation-based Master-Slave coordinated scheduling scheme over the baseline (without coordination) system.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a novel and practical interference mitigation technique relying on a dynamic coordination of the transmission ranks among cells in order to help cell edge users to benefit from higher rank transmissions. The coordination requires the report from the users of a recommended rank to the interfering cells. Upon reception of those information, the interfering cells coordinate with each other to take informed decisions on the transmission ranks that would be the most beneficial to the victim users in neighboring cells and maximize a network utility function. Such method is shown to provide significant cell-edge performance gain over uncoordinated LTE-A system under a very limited feedback and backhaul overhead. It enables efficient link adaptation and is robust to channel measurement errors.
